16. What

is the role or importance of religion with
these couples? Mia is Jewish but only seems to
grasp at it during crucial times.
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17. How does

divorce play into the novel? Do you
think it’s traumatic for children no matter what age
they are?

Joshua Henkin

Matrimony

the infidelities in the novel. What role
does betrayal play with these characters and in
their marriages/relationships?

For Further Reading

The Emperor’s Children by Claire Messud
Prep by Curtis Sittenfeld
The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger
Cancer Vixen by Marisa Acocella Marchetto
The Feast of Love by Charles Baxter
Light Years by James Salter
The Amateur Marriage by Anne Tyler
Chilly Scenes of Winter by Ann Beattie
Movie to Watch

The Big Chill
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18. Discuss

J

oshua Henkin is the author
of the novel Swimming Across
the Hudson; his short stories,
essays, and reviews have appeared
in many journals and newspapers.
He teaches at Sarah Lawrence and
Brooklyn College. He lives in
Brooklyn.
Joshua Henkin is available to speak to your
reading group. To arrange, please visit:
www.joshuahenkin.com/readinggroups/

Matrimony is available in bookstores
everywhere, or call toll-free 1-800-793-BOOK
(credit cards only and prices subject to change).
Reading Group Guides are free
and available from your local bookseller,
or by calling 1-800-793-BOOK.
Visit us on the web at www.pantheonbooks.com
1-4000-9217-5 (Matrimony Reading Group Guide, pack of 5)

ISBN-13: 978-0-375-42435-9 • ISBN-10: 0-375-42435-0
$23.95 (Can. $29.95)

“In the tradition of John Cheever and
Richard Yates, Joshua Henkin has written a
devastating novel about love, hope, delusion,
and the intricate ways in which time’s passage
raises us up even as it grinds us down.
It’s a beautiful book.”
—MICHAEL CUNNINGHAM,
author of The Hours

About the Book

It’s 1987, and Julian Wainwright, aspiring
writer and Waspy son of New York Ciy old
money, meets beautiful, Jewish Mia Mendelsohn
in the laundry room at Graymont College. So
begins a relationship that spans twenty years, as
it takes Julian and Mia across the country and
through the depths of family tragedy, love and
friendship, money and ambition, desire and
tensions of faith.

4. Discuss

the marriage of Julian and Mia. How
do they complement each other (or not)?

much is Julian’s life ruled by the
following idea: “Julian already felt, moments
after graduating from college, that he was
letting people down”? Consider which of
Julian’s decisions are either passive or made
in order to please others.

each other’s lives? Discuss the relationship
between Mia and Pilar. In what ways are both
of these relationships competitive? How are
they each rivals?

5. How

10. The

novel is structured around place. What
is the significance of the college town? How
do the different locales affect the couples?

11. How

Questions/Points for Discussion
1. Discuss

the parent-child relationships in the
novel. How much are the lives of Julian, Mia
and Carter a rejection of their parents’ lives?
Despite how much they try to get away from
the patterns of their parents, are they successful? Also consider Professor Chesterfield as
a replacement father figure for Julian. What
role does genetics play in the parent-child
relationships? How does Mia (and others) run
from and then to that very idea?

2. In

a book about a writer, what effect does
the autobiographical component have on
the story? Julian’s desire to be a writer is a
catalyst that drives the narrative. What does
the novel say about the writer’s life?

6. Consider

the following two quotations
about Mia: “She felt suddenly that they
weren’t her friends, that despite all the time
they’d spent together, they’d never really
cared about her.” “She felt desperate for him
to know her better, felt a conviction that
despite having been with her for three years,
he didn’t apprehend her at all.” Are Mia’s
fears rational, or justified?

7. Mia

and Julian were prompted to get married
because of her mom’s cancer, and then Mia’s
own cancer scare seems to push them into the
decision to have children. Is this a good way
to run a marriage? What is Henkin telling us
about adult decisions and consequences?

8. Examine
3. As

Julian tried to comfort Mia when her
mother was sick, Mia “felt her heart beat
against him like something caged in, wings
batting, slapping against themselves.” What
does this say about their relationship, and
how is it reflected in their marriage?

the trajectory of Carter and Pilar’s
relationship. What does it say about them?

9. Discuss

the relationship between Carter
and Julian. What does each of them bring to
the friendship, and how do they affect

does the stress of choosing schooling
and careers affect the couples?

12. Issues

of money come up between both of
the couples. What does the novel tell us
about the role of money in marriages and
in society? What role does class play in the
characters’ relationships and careers?

13. At

the end of the novel, Julian forgives
Carter. Do you agree with his decision?

14. Compare

and contrast all of the couples in
the novel (married and not). In total, what
does the novel tell us about matrimony?

15. Novels

about relationships are usually the
terrain of women, but Matrimony is written
by a man. How much does the gender of the
author influence the narrative?

